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UNIVERSITY FACULTY SENTAT
Agenda for Meeting of January 28,,2002
3:15 P.M., Board Room Gilchrist Hall

CALL TO ORDER
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES

The minutes of the December 10, 2001 meeting
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Call for Press Identification
Comments from Chair Power
Comments from Faculty Chair, Melissa Heston
Comments from Provost Podolefsky

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING
t

796

~

#~

,

\<;)1()

Request for Emeritus status for Roger Betts, Industrial Technology, and Fritz H.
Konig, Modern Languages

797

Receive Category 2 Report from General Education Committee

:0'\

798

f-..

J....

Approve policy on Distributed Learning and Intellectual Property Rights

-J..

,\\0

799

Resolution to support Faculty representative to sit on Board of Regents (HR 2061)

"\,

800
I'V

Receive report from Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Freedom Issue (for 2/11/02)

NEW BUSINESS
OLD BUSINESS
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS
,

795

Campus Advisory Group

ADJOURNMENT

--

DATE

January 7, 2002

TO

Interinstitutional Committee on Educational Cooperation

~

Aaron M. Podolefsky, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
University of Northern Iowa, Chair
Rollin C. Richmond, Provost
Iowa State University
Jon Whitmore, Provost
The University of Iowa
Robert J. Barak, PhD
Deputy Executive Director, Director/Academic Affairs & Research
FROM

Interinstitutional Task Force on Scholarly Communication
Kristin H. Gerhard, Collections Officer, Iowa State University Library, Co-Chair
Steven Spangler, Professor of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa, Co
Chair

RE

Proposal on Copyright Policy

In recent months, as the work of the Interinstitutional Task Force on Scholarly Communication
has progressed, issues related to copyright have come up repeatedly. The Task Force believes
that a unified approach to handling copyright of scholarly materials produced by faculty at the
Regents Universities should be implemented. At the request of Charles Kniker, the Task Force
has reviewed our discussions to this point, and recommends the following specific language for
a Regents copyright policy:
''The Board strongly encourages faculty, students, and employees of the Regent institutions to
seek to retain intellectual property rights to the articles and reports which they publish in
scholarly journals and equivalent types of publications where feasible and appropriate without
detriment to publishing agreements. Doing so on a systematic basis will ensure the widest
possible dissemination at the lowest cost. Each institution is responsible for providing
information, advice and assistance to faculty, students and employees to achieve this aim."
As the first steps to implementing this policy we recommend the following:
First, it would be the responsibility of the individual campuses to work with
faculty to develop appropriate policies and support. These should include
discussion of rights management, strategies for faculty in working with
publishers, and provision of model agreement language for faculty use.
Implementation methods and strategies may vary based on the needs of each
campus.

Proposal to ICEC on Copyright Policy
January 2002
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Calendar item __7c...;9,-,6,--_

Docket Number

- - - --

Title : Request for Emeritus s t atus for Roger Betts. Industrial
Technology. effective Decembe r 20 01 , and Fritz H. Konig ,
Modern Languages , effect ive May 2002 .

Standard Motions

_ _1.

Place at head of docket, out of regular order.

_ _2.

Docket in regular order.

_ _3 .

Docket because of special circumstances for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
And notify sender(s) .

_ _4.

Refer to (standing committee) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _5.

Refer to (administrative officer)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _6.

Refer to (ad hoc committee)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _7.

Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal.

_ _8 .

Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation .

_ _9 .

Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time,

10.

Other procedural dispositlon _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NOTES
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Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa

I wish to retire from my position as
.~

at the University of Northern Iowa, effective

,

L /c.<: ".-_&<r
Month

/ __==5~!_ _ _/ _-",-/_'C_}_O_I__
,'
Day

Year

I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and
dates of employment.)

Signature ofApplicant

?

Date

College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten (10) years of meritorious service
has been concluded with the University of Northern Iowa. (Use back o/this/orm ifmore space
is required.)
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University Faculty Senate Chair
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Please prepare this fonn: sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the
Department of Human Resources,

UN! Form 2A
May , 2000
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College Senate Chair: Include a'statement verifying that ten (10) years of meritorious service
has been concluded with the University of Northern Iowa. (Use back of this form if more space
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CoLLege Sellate Chair
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University FacuLty Senate Chair
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President
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Please prepare this form: sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the
Department of Human Resources.

UNI Form 2A
May, 2000
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MEMO
TO:

University Faculty Senate

FROM:

University Liberal Arts Core Committee

S-UBJECT:

Category 2 (Fine Arts, Literature, Philosophy & Religion)
Review Summary

DATE:

January 18,2002

The University Liberal Arts Core Committee discussed and accepted the Category 2
Review Report during the December 7, 2001 meeting. The following is a summary of
the key issues the Committee would like to bring forward for the Senate's consideration.
These issues will be organized around the Category Report recommendations (page 18).
1. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to maintain class size at 25
or below, particularly in those sections in which instructors seek interactive
discussions and/or who require substantial amounts of writing .
2. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to make widely available
to Category 2 faculty, infonnation about Category 2 and its fconnections to UNI's
Liberal Arts Core. Likewise, encouraging faculty to include at least some direct
reference to the goals of Category 2 and the Liberal Arts Core overall in their syllabi
and courses, is strongly encouraged.
3. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to -encourage Category 2
instructors who teach multi-section courses to meet periodically (once a semester
would be ideal) to share pedagogy, to maintain some degree of consistency according
to the Category's goals, and to share ideas for improving the course. The Committee
also supports the recommendation that where feasible and appropliate, coordinators
of multi-section courses be appointed or elected to help facilitate such meetings. The
Committee also suggests that enrollment patterns be monitored so that courses in high
demand can be offered.
4. A wide-ranging discussion focused on the recommendation to support multiple
"thematic" sections of multi-section courses. Although the recommendation suggests
that offering such sections would create opportunities to explore subjects in depth,
beyond high school instruction and as an outgrowth of faculty scholarly aijd research
interests, the Committee has significant reservations about these thematic sections
given that the primary purpose of Category 2 is to increase the breadth of students'
intellectual experiences. The Committee is concerned that these sections may lead to
overly narrow courses that do not provide students with an adequate appreciation of
the range of human creations within a given intellectual domain. More specific
concerns are as follows:

Category 2Review

-2

a.

the lack of thematic notations in the on-line version of the schedule used for
registration might cause some problems for students.
b. an introductory course should provide a breadth of experience and not simply
be an upper level course taught under the guise of the liberal arts core.
c. including thematic alternatives may be appropriate if students are introduced
to a variety of genres.
5. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation for an ad hoc committee to
meet during the Spring 2002 semester to revise the description and goals of Category 2.
6. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to re-examine the student
outcomes assessment process. The Committee also endorses the idea of including an
alumni survey in the student outcomes assessment process for this Category. The
Committee concurs with the recommendation that a student outcomes assessment
committee should examine the College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ) ahd
in fact the Liberal Arts Core Committee has established a Student Outcomes Assessment
Subcommittee which will be examining the CSEQ and other standardized instruments for
inclusion in a comprehensive student outcomes assessment of the Liberal Arts Core.
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University Faculty Senate
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University Liberal Arts Core Committee

SUBJECT:

Category 2 (Fine Arts , Literature, Philosophy & Religion)
Review Summary

DATE:

January 18,2002

The University Liberal Arts Core Committee discussed and accepted the Category 2
Review Report during the December 7,2001 meeting. The following is a summary of
the key issues the Committee would like to bring forward for the Senate ' s consideration.
These issues will be organi zed around the Category Report recommendations (page 18).

1. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to maintain class size at 25
or below, particularly in those sections in which instructors seek interactive
discussions and/or who require substantial amounts of writing.
2. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to make widely available
to Category 2 faculty, information about Category 2 and its connections to UNI's
Liberal Arts Core. Likewise, encouraging faculty to include at least some direct
reference to the goals of Category 2 and the Liberal Arts Core overall in their syllabi
and courses, is strongly encouraged.
3. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to encourage Category 2
instructors who teach multi-section courses to meet periodically (once a semester
would be ideal) to share pedagogy, to maintain some degree of consistency according
to the Category's goals, and to share ideas for improving the course. The Committee
also supports the recommendation that where feasible and appropri ate, coordinators
of multi-section courses be appointed or elected to help facilitate such meetings. The
Committee also suggests that enrollment pattems be monitored so that courses in high
demand can be offered.
4. A wide-ranging discussion focused on the recommendation to support multiple
"thematic" sections of multi-section courses. Although the recommendation suggests
that offering such sections would create opportunities to explore subjects in depth,
beyond high school instruction and as an outgrowth of faculty scholarly and research
interests, the Committee has significant reservations about these thematic sections
given that the primary purpose of Category 2 is to increase the breadth of students'
intellectual experiences. The Committee is concerned that these sections may lead to
overly narrow courses that do not provide students with an adequate appreciation of
the range of human creations within a given intellectual domain . More specific
concerns are as follows:
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a. the lack of thematic notations in the on-line version of the schedu Ie used for
registration might cause some problems for students.
b. an introductory course should provide a breadth of experience and not simply
be an upper level course taught under the guise of the liberal arts core.
c. including thematic alternatives may be appropriate if students are introduced
to a variety of genres.
5. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation for an ad hoc committee to
meet during the Spring 2002 semester to revise the description and goals of Category 2.
6. The Committee is fully supportive of the recommendation to re-examine the student
outcomes assessment process. The Committee also endorses the idea of including an
alumni survey in the student outcomes assessment process for this Category. The
Committee concurs with the recommendation that a student outcomes assessment
committee should examine the College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ) and
in fact the Liberal Arts Core Committee has established a Student Outcomes Assessment
Subcommittee which will be examining the CSEQ and other standardized instruments for
inclusion in a comprehensive student outcomes assessment of the Liberal Arts Core.

CATEGORY 2 REPORT
November, 2001
INTRODUCTION
The Category 2 Review Team began meeting in March, 2001, meeting weekly through the Spring and Fall semesters
through mid-October.
Members:
Scott Cawelti, English Dept., Chair.
Gretta Berghammer, Theater
Jonathan Chenoweth, Music
Richard Colburn, Art
Deidre Heistad, Modem Languages
Susan Hill, Philosophy and Religion
Kathleen Kerr, HPELS (for Survey of Dance History)
According to the General Education Review Pohcy (amended 4-06-01) a review group is required to (a) form its
own structure to "avoid parochial and hegemonic endS"; (b) conduct student outcomes assessments for the review
area; (c) conduct faculty analyses of the courses; (d) submit a draft report to the GE committee as well as the
appropriate Deans; and (e) participate in a consultative session with the GE committee by the end of the semester.
This is that draft report. We will be revising it with input from the GE committee as well as the appropriate Deans.

HISTORY AND OVERVlEW OF CURRENT GE CATEGORY TWO: FINE ARTS, LITERATURE,
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
In 1986, UNI's faculty adopted the current General Education program. After considerable discussion, the current
categories were adopted, including 2A, for Fine Arts (six courses) and 2B, for Literature, Philosophy or Religion,
currently consisting of a total of 13 course, making it the second largest category in the GE curriculum. The
January 23, 1986 document contains five paragraphs in which the goals of the category were explained, and these
paragraphs have been distilled into the following brief overview given in the current UNI Catalog:
"Courses in this category explore the evolution of human ideas and beliefs as well as forms of aesthetic
manifestation. Analysis of philosophical and literary texts, musical works, visual and performance arts nourish an
understanding of diverse forms of human expression and promote the development of heightened aesthetic and
ethical sensibility." (49)
In a 1996 memo to Tom Berg, GE Committee Chair at the time, Fred Hallberg (Religion and Philosophy)
summarized both the history and the current status of the Category 2 courses. Hallberg asserted that Category 2B
courses were in fact "originally cobbled together from a mixed bag of courses which used to function under a very
different set of distribution requirements."
As we have observed in our review, and as Hallberg noted in his memo, this category
"...has not functioned to realize any sort of coherent pedagogic goal across sections because the faculty teaching in
the various subcomponents have never communicated with each other about their classroom activities, about their
requirements and reading lists, or about their pedagogical successes and failures." In our judgment this perception
remains current today, and presents one of the major challenges for our review. The Category 2 Review Team
believes that, though there were few patterns of serious complaints about this category, the persistent lack of
coordination and examination of this Category have left it in need of continuing review. (See Recommendations.)

REVlEW METHODS
For the review requirement to conduct student assessments, we:
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•
•
•
•

distributed a survey to students in sections of Category 2 courses during the late spring, 2001 semester and
analyzed the results during our fall meetings;
distributed a survey to all faculty and a similar survey of administrators and analyzed the results;
examined syllabi for all the courses and analyzed them according to criteria drawn from the 1986 document
related to GE and Category 2; and
held extensive weekJy discussions for the "Recommendations" section and agree unanimously with the
recommendations in that section.

RESULTS
a. Statement ofthe intended general education category goals and the subcategories, as appropriate.
In addition to the current catalog description of Category 2 (see above) the following statement occurs in "Ideas
Move the Culture" a UNI brochure on General Education:

"Study in these areas examines the forms of human creativity, the influences that shape and preserve its expression,
and the role of the individual in society. Students examine the nature of artistic expression, its role in shaping
human societies and the place aesthetic sensitivity has in the development of complete human beings. They begin to
experience how the human spirit, as expressed in their own lives and in the tradition of the liberal arts, molds the
development, expression, and quality of present and future cultures."
There are few recent stated goals for each course, though we were able to fUld some very general statements of goals
when they were first approved in 1986. We include these descriptions for each subcategory below.
FINE ARTS: (from the 1986 revised GE proposal)
"The fUle arts address that aspect of human life which celebrates the perception of the visual, audible, and tactile
world . The arts open the eyes and ears of students to the beauty of the natural world as well as to the worlds of
imagination created by the genius of the artist. In painting and sculpture, in ceramics and print-making, in drama,
music, theater, and dance, the human spirit has sought to manipulate the world of sensation and perception in ways
that invite us to hear and see in a new marmer. We look for the significance offonn, for the shock of expression,
and for the meaning of color and sound. The fine arts also include the attempts of the artist and the observers of art
to discover the meaning of the arts . These meanings emerge in the history of art, in the critical study of the value of
the arts, and through attention to the revelation of truth to reality specific to art forms."
The following six courses are currently offered as part of Category 2A, Fine Arts . Students must take three hours
from this subcategory, and all courses are offered for three credit hours.
420:034 Survey of Dance History: Survey of dance history from primitive times to the present with emphasis on
the relationship of dance and dance forms to the societies in which they developed and other art forms and the
contributions of leading dance personalities.
490:002 Theatrical Arts and Society: Audience-oriented introduction to the dramatic arts, including the live
theater, film, and television, and their interrelationships with society.
520:020 Our Musical Heritage: Exploration of music within the context of western culture. Music fundamentals
and vocabulary. Repertories from the medieval world through the post-Romantic era.
520:030 Music of Our Time: Major trends in traditional and experimental art music, American popular music
(from ragtime to rock) ca. 1900 to present.
600:002 Visual Inventions: Studio course: experiences in critical responses to the visual arts through active
involvement with various creative processes and media; relationship of the visual arts to other fields of human
endeavor.
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600:004 Visual Perceptions: Lecture course: experiences in critical responses through analysis of artworks and
artistic processes; relationship of the visual arts to other fields of human endeavor.
LITERATURE and PHILOSOPHY: (from the revised 1986 proposal)
"Literature, while often exhibiting an aesthetic dimension, differs from most other arts in its focus on
communicating about the whole range of human experience through discursive language. Literature takes many
forms, as, for example, the novel, the epic, the short story, poetry, and the essay. Literature opens a window of
understanding that uniquely illuminates the human experience of the cultural past as well as the present.
Comparative world literatures, in particular, invite the attention of the student to the varieties of human experience
that lead to multicultural insight beyond he range of his or her own cultural limitations. As in the case of the fine
arts, the study of literature is not merely reading for comprehension. The student of literature includes its criticism
and its history."
"Philosophy, like literature, explores human experience and the whole human cosmos by using language to confront
the basic questions of meaning and value. Philosophy approaches person and world reflectively, with an attitude of
questioning and doubt. Refusing to take for granted the received and customary assumptions of any historical
culture, philosophy seeks to find reasoned answers to persistent and perennial human concerns. Such questions
include, for example, the nature of justice and the good, the structure of reality, the nature and existence of deity,
and the nature of the human self in its world. While philosophy often attempts to construct a complete system of
explanation, it is at the same time a critic of all systems--including its own. Human reason itself does not escape
such criticism. Students of philosophy quickly discover that searching out the questions is as important, perhaps
more important, than outlining answers. As a result, the aims of any course in philosophy must center on the
insistence that the student think critically for himself or herself, becoming aware in the process of the vicissitudes of
value and meaning in her or her own life.
These statements of goals cover all the "Introduction to Literature" courses and "Philosophy: Basic Questions" from
Category 2B, from which students must take three hours. Again, all courses are worth three credit hours.
620:031 Introduction to Literature: Understanding and appreciation of the basic forms of literature through close
reading of literary texts, including works originally written in English.
720:031 Introduction to Francophone Literature in Translation: Understanding and appreciating basic forms of
French-language literatures in English translation through close reading of literary texts.
740:031 Introduction to German Literature in Translation: Understanding and appreciating basic terms [sic] of
German language literatures in English translation through close reading of literary texts .
770:031 Introduction to Russian Literature in Translation : Understanding and appreciating basic forms of
Russian language literatures in English translation through close reading of literary texts.
790:031 Introduction to Portuguese and Hispanic Literatures in Translation: Understanding and appreciating
basic forms of Portuguese and Spanish language literatures in English translation through close reading of literary
texts.
650:021: Philosophy: Basic Questions: Introductory exploration of questions concerning nature of self, reality,
meaning, knowledge, truth, faith, value, and obligation.
RELIGION: The following statement is taken from a memo by the Philosophy and Religion Head to the Faculty
Senate (October 9, 1986) in support of the proposal to add Religion to the Fine Arts and Literature category:
"Religion, as an object of study, resembles philosophy in its focus on the expression of human experience and the
cosmos, meaning and value. At the same time it resembles literature and the fine arts in its use of linguistic, visual,
audible, tactile, and kinesthetic forms, images, dramatic and narrative sequences, and the like as its means of
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expression. Unlike philosophy, it centers on living forms of belief and expression rather than on the mode of critical
questioning; unlike the arts, its images and enactments primarily arise from and participate in the traditions and
community practices of the people involved rather than from individual acts of imaginative creation and
appreciation. The academic study of religion combines the critical ad historical examination of texts and practices
with reflective consideration of the ideas of human being and the world implicit in them. Historical and cross
cultural in scope, it aids the student in achieving an informed and reflective perspective on her or his background
and tradition and at the same time focuses on a key element of the problem of intercultural understanding."
640:024 Religions of the World: Living religions of humankind with emphasis on their relevance to interpretations
of existence, the problem of meaning and values, and human destiny.
The most recent set of goals was published in the "Student Outcomes Assessment" document, dated 1995. For
"Outcomes II," "Fine Arts, Literature, and Philosophy," the following outcome is stated: "Students shall enhance
their understanding of the world of imagination, sensation, and perception."
Competency 2.1
Competency 2.2
Competency 2.3

celebrate the perception of the visual, auditory, and tactile world
develop an understanding of human experience expressed through discursive language
explore basic questions of meaning and value in life

The Committee finds these outcomes and competencies inadequate and nearly impossible to measure as stated. See
Recommendation 6 for suggestions for possible revision of outcomes and competencies for this category.

b. Examination ofthe extent to which the goals ofthe category have been met and continue to be relevant to the
goals ofthe General Education Program.
While it is difficult to imagine the assessment vehicle that would precisely measure the outcomes above, the
language of those competencies is reflected in student and faculty surveys and syllabi. The Review Team found few
negative comments from either faculty or students about Category 2 courses and the idea of a major revision of the
category did not seem to be supported by faculty or administrators . However, faculty showed little familiarity with
the goals of "Category 2" from print sources, and few mentioned the goals of GE or Category 2 in their course
materials.
Thus, few faculty raised questions about the actual goals as stated and how their specific Category 2 course fit the
larger goals of the category or the whole GE program. Clearly, most faculty did not think it necessary (in terms of
offering a successful course) to make explicit connections for students in their courses about the stated goals of
General Education or Category 2.
From our examination of a large number of course syllabi, we believe that in general, the offered courses do meet
the goals of the category. In order to examine course syllabi, the Review Team created the following list of goals
that syllabi might be expected to exhibit:

Philosophy ofGE:
--expansive experIence
--multicultural, nonsexist experience
--goal of freeing students from parochialism
--increasing tolerance and understanding
--goal of lifelong learning
(first paragraph, 1986 document)
GE Art course:
--significance of form
--shock of expression
--meaning of color and sound
--history and value of the arts
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--attention to the revelation of truth to reality specific to art fonus
(fu-st paragraph, Fine Arts, Literature, Philosophy of 1986 document)

GE Lit Course:
--examine many forms
--variety of human experiences that lead to multicultural insight beyond range of cultural limitations
--includes criticism and history
(second paragraph, Fine Arts, etc. )
GE Philosophy course:
--explores human experience and the whole human cosmos
--attitude of questioning and doubt
--searching out questions as important as finding answers
--critical thinking that helps students become aware of the vicissitudes of value and meaning in hislher life
(third paragraph, same document)
Overall goal of GE:
--offer opportunities to experience challenges that confront an artist who creates aesthetic objects; not only
read, but actively speak and write as apprentice literary critics; students in philosophy should have an
opportunity to philosophize for themselves. (Final paragraph, same document)
Faculty from each area examined syllabi from their area and found that all of the syllabi fulfilled some of these
criteria, and none fulfilled all of them. For example:

Intro to Lit:
Syllabi examined many forms of literature, and a variety of human experiences as portrayed in literary texts. Few if
any syllabi contained references to literary criticism and history. Most offered multiple opportunities for writing
about literature.

Modern Languages:
Most syllabi examined many fonus, offered a multicultural, nonsexist experience, and three of six offered references
to criticism and history; all also offered students opportunities to speak and write as apprentice literary critics.

Religions ofthe World:
There are no specific criteria for the Religions of the World course in the philosophy of general education section.
Since the academic study of religion is not found in high school, the syllabi spend a good deal of time explaining the
study of religion as an academic enterprise that focuses on learning about the role of religion as an integral part of
human existence. All syllabi reflect the inherent multicultural dimension of studying the world's religions by
focusing on a variety of religious traditions (Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism and Islam are the most
common) from a comparative perspective. Many syllabi describe specific learning goals such as developing skills in
writing, speaking, and reading.

Philosophy: Basic Questions:
Syllabi focus on the discipline and practice of philosophy as a crucial way of understanding the meaning of human
existence. The syllabi deal with a variety of fields within philosophy (metaphysics, epistemology, political
philosophy, philosophy of religion, and ethics are the most common) and focus on the development of the skills of
philosophical argumentation and critical thinking through engagement with classic and contemporary philosophical
texts. Many syllabi describe specific learning goals such as developing skills in writing, speaking and reading .
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Visual Inventions and Visual Perceptions:
None of the syllabi reviewed mentioned all of the criteria. The syllabi from Visual Inventions stressed the
significance offonn. Syllabi from Visual Perceptions most frequently stressed history and the value of the arts.

Music : (Music of Our Time, Our Musical Heritage)
The syllabi suggest that key components of all General Education courses in music are the development and
employment of listening skills and aesthetic sensibilities. These are pursued through the development of a specific
music analytical vocabulary and with extensive listening, both in and out of class. The principal vehicles for student
expression in General Education music courses have been class discussion, concert reports, and journals. The syllabi
do not emphasize the exploration of broader aesthetic issues that would constitute criticism.
Although structured as an historical survey, the syllabi for "Our Musical Heritage" tend to emphasize the evolution
of musical style more than the cultural context and motivation for such evolution.
The tradition of Western art music that is studied in "Our Musical Heritage" sections is an absorbent and eclectic
one . But when it is studied in isolation from the music of other traditions the result cannot reasonably be tenned
"inclusive" or "multicultural." On the other hand, the course "Music of Our Time" has been taught with a variety of
different emphases, all of which have reached outside the mainstream of Western art music . In this way the course
contributes a degree of diversity to the General Education sequence taken as a whole, but it is not in itself especially
wide ranging or "multicultural."

c. An enrollment record accordillg to courses, sectiolls, alld illstructors alld all allalysis illdicatillg allticipated
lIeeds for additiollal staff alld/or class spaces for studellts, if ally.
Enrollment Records for Spring Semester, 2001 :
Course
(A) 420:034 Survey of Dance History:
490:002 Theatrical Arts and Society:
520:020 Our Musical Heritage:
520:030 Music of Our Time:
600:002 Visual Inventions:
600:004 Visual Perceptions:

# Students
27 students, 1 section
98 students, 3 sections
323 students, 7 sections
123 students, 3 sections
55 students, 3 sections
411 students, 7 sections

344 students, 12 sections
(B) 620:031 Introduction to Literature:
640:024 Religions of the World:
226 students, 10 sections
176 students, 5 sections
650:021 : Philosophy: Basic Questions:
720:031 Introduction to Francophone Literature
in Translation:
not offered
740:031 Introduction to German Literature
21 students, 1 section.
in Translation:
770 :031 Introduction to Russian Literature
in Translation:
not offered
790:031 Introduction to Portuguese and Hispanic Literatures
25 students, one section
in Translation

Av. per section
27
33
46
41
18
59

Adj . sects.
0
0
1
2
2
5

29
23
35

0
1
0

21

0

25

0

Enrollments for Fall Semester, 2001 :
(A) 420:034 Survey of Dance History:
490:002 Theatrical Arts and Society:
520:020 Our Musical Heritage:
520:030 Music of Our Time :

21 students, 1 section
283 students, 5 sections
450 students, 9 sections
74 students, 3 sections
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21
57
50
25

o
o
8
2

600:002 Visual Inventions:
600:004 Visual Perceptions:

·' ,.,.

30 students, 2 sections
378 students, 5 sections.

15
76

(B) 620:031 Introduction to Literature:
375 students, 17 sections
272 students,7 sections
640:024 Religions of the World:
650:021: Philosophy: Basic Questions:
176 students, 5 sections
720:031 Introduction to Francophone Literature
28 students, 1 section
in Translation:
740:031 Introduction to German Literature
in Translation:
35 students, 1 section
770 :031 Introduction to Russian Literature
in Translation:
not offered
790:031 Introduction to Portuguese and Hispanic
Literatures in Translation
32 students, 1 section

22
39
35

0
0
0

28

0

35

0

32

0

1*
3

*Taught by one-year tenn appointee.
This enrollment record reveals that 1,850 UNI students took courses in Category 2 during the spring, 2001 semester
in 55 sections, and 2,195 students during the Fall, 2001 semester in 60 sections. Thus section size averaged about
34 in the spring and 37 in the fall. Of course, an average is a very rough measure of actual section sizes, with some
sections containing 13 or fewer, and some 50 or 60 or more.
During the spring 2001 semester, 14 of60 sections were taught by adjuncts, and during the fall semester 2001,11 of
55 total sections in Category 2 were taught by adjuncts or one-year tenn appointees.

d. CompLetion of a review form by the Review Team in consultation with relevant facuLty and admill istrators for
each course ill the review area which summarizes the currellt contellt alld methods of the course, its
correspondence to the proposed course accepted by the Committee, itsfulfiLLment ofproposed course objectives,
and identifies any needs for change.
The Committee asked the following questions during the fall, 2001 semester of Category 2 Faculty, followed by a
summary of responses: (See Appendix B for separate course responses .)
1. What criteria do you use to create your syllabi and teaching materials for your Category 2 course?
Faculty offered a large variety of sources for their design oftheir sections, ranging from "state of the discipline" to
"precise language for the category as passed by the faculty" to "criteria supplied by faculty who have previously
taught the course." In terms of selecting materials, there seems to be little if any similarity among faculty across
courses or across sections of the same course; this is entirely individual, ranging from teaching only the short story
genre to teaching a variety of works in multiple genres.
2. What infonnation about UNI's GE program and/or Category 2 do you include in your syllabus? In your course?
From where do you draw this material?
A small minority of Category 2 faculty includes information about Category 2; one uses it directly: "I include the
section language for the category as approved by the faculty. And I go over it very closely with the student at
various steps of the course. A majority of faculty answered simply "none" to this question.
3. In what ways is the GE course you teach a relevant and necessary part ofUNI's General Education Program?
Faculty responses to this question were generally positive; there were no negative or even lukewarm responses.
Here are two typical faculty comments. "Introduces students to the study of literature, and thereby to the study of
what it means to be human and how humans have expressed this in writing over the ages." And this: "This course
helps students think critically, analytically, and learn how to make arguments. What needs to be established in order
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to justify a particular conclusion? Exposes students directly to some of the greatest thinkers in the Western tradition.
Philosophy is the foundation of Western thought."
4. Do you believe that more material on UNI's GE program and/or Category 2 should be included in your course
syllabus?
Reactions to this question were mixed. One thanked the team for suggesting it, another said "Maybe, if there was a
statement we could all use as to WHY this was important and how it helps students reach the educational goals set
by the university." Others just said no, it wasn't necessary.
5. Can you conceive of a course that might be more relevant and necessary for UNI's General Education Program
in your area? If so, explain.
Category 2 faculty were near-unanimous in saying that there was no other course they could conceive of that would
be more relevant and necessary for the program. One Intro to Lit faculty suggested increasing the diversity of the
Intro to Lit offerings by leaving the topics of the course up to the faculty member, and "announcing the topics in the
schedule book." This "would allow faculty more flexibility in their selection of texts, and give students more choice
as to what they like to focus on." Another suggestion was for a course on "Religion in America" and another for
"Literature and the media," saying "our world is not so scribal anymore." Also an art faculty member that "perhaps
gen ed credit should be given for any beginning level studio course." And a Philosophy and Religion faculty
member suggested an Introduction to Ethics course.
6. What frustrations do you encounter when you teach your course? What joys?
Faculty mentioned a variety of frustrations:
--students not appreciating the course until after they graduate
--larger class sizes discourage discussion, increase student anonymity, make grading burdensome, and encouraging a
"cheapening" of assignments and expectations, and make it increasingly hard to "promote the development of
heightened aesthetic and ethical sensibility."
--so much religion, so little time
--student expectations are that it will be pointless; the assumption that literature is a puff course that exists to pump
up their grade point
--many deficiencies in the area of writing (several mentioned this)
--many students are slow readers and the culture of reading is no longer well established among the student
population
--student inability to use resources properly, to go in depth to investigate material
--students not taking responsibility for their own learning
--lack of students willing to get involved with material
--classes too large to include writing activities
--time-wasting administrative invasiveness such as this document [i.e. questionnaire]
--class too large to actually teach how to analyze art
And a variety of joys:
--watching students get excited about the material
--hearing students each semester, and following my course, teIl me how important the class was, is the greatest joy
--I love teaching this class because it opens up new worlds, new perspectives to so many students. I love teaching it
because students have an opportunity to consider and respond to some of life's most important questions, and
virtually all of them rise to the challenge.
--little could be better than the companionship, and virtual peerage, in understanding the craft and experience of
Ii tera ture . . .
--love to see those who were doubtful at the start of the semester begin to enjoy the subject, even to show an active
interest.
--my joys in particular stem from showing the power and beauty of poetry.
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7. What recommendations do you have for changing the current GE course in your area? What should definitely be
kept?
The following comment speaks for many Category 2 faculty:
...the course is sufficiently flexible to function properly in the category while accommodating a wide variety of
instructional styles and preferences.
A few offered "tune-up" suggestions:
--[intro to lit] should focus less on writing about literature and more on how to read, interpret, and appreciate
literature.
--change the course title of "Our Musical Heritage" (implies cultural unifonnity and a single shared tradition from
Western European sources)
--offer alternatives [to our musical heritage] which might include courses designed to examine world music,
listening skills, thematic/topical approaches, or a more focused exploration of particular musical
styles/manifestations.
--a statement for that faculty could include in their course syllabi would be welcome
--brown-bag lunches, where teaching methods are discussed
--expand dance class to two : one being up to the 20th century and the other from the 20th century on.
--making literature compete with the religion component is inappropriate or unfair ...religion and philosophy should
have their own category.
--make sure classes are small--it is so much FUN to have a smaller group!
--keep total instructor autonomy--essential for a college course--otherwise it becomes a junior high course
--instructors say more about what the students are expected to get our of these classes and why these expectations
are beneficial to the students.
--the whole program needs some thought. I don't know how much ours can change unless the whole system is
altered ."
The Committee also asked the following questions of administrators for Category 2 courses . A summary of
responses follows each question. See Appendix C for Head's Responses.
I. What is the primary content of _______________?
[Survey of Dance History] "The history of dance from the ancient cultures to modem times."
[Visual Inventions, Visual Perceptions] "Visual Perceptions and Visual Inventions are intended to introduce
students to the language of the visual arts. This introduction includes historical and critical discussion of the visual
arts . Visual Inventions is a smaller studio based class and Visual Perceptions is a lecture based class."
[Introduction to Literature--English Department] "When I took over as Head eight years ago, I threw out the
"common syllabus" we had for this course -- and for several other courses as well. It is my philosophy as an
administrator that there be specific "goals and objectives" of courses where "multiple sections" are taught. However,
it is also my philosophy that *HOW* an instructor gets to these specific "goals and objectives" falls into the area of
academic freedom. I do not believe instructors should be forced to adopt a specific content. Therefore, I have told
everyone doing multiple section courses (which would include "Introduction to Literature) that I expected them to
meet these "goals and objectives" by doing what they do best -- by incorporating their own special area of
expertise."
[Introduction to Literature--Modern Languages] "Primary Content is literary texts (primary sources) supplemented
by secondary texts (theoretical, historical, cultural background.)"
[Philosophy: Basic Questions, Religions of the World] "Students have an opportunity in these two courses to study
hvo disciplines they are unlikely to have available in their high school curricula . (The academic study of religion is,
in fact, a separate enterprise than the religion curricula in most parochial high schools.) I believe that it is important
for students to be able to sample new academic fields already at an introductory and general-education level. It
helps keep the general education curriculum fresh for them. They cannot complain that they've already covered this
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2. What methods are usually used by those teaching this course?
[Survey of Dance History] "Primarily lecture and illustration, through demonstration and various media, with some
student research on their own also required."
[Visual Inventions, Visual Perceptions] "The broad defmition of each course establishes its framework. Within
that framework the courses do vary by instructor. Some sections of Visual Perceptions, for example, are more akin
to a traditional Art History survey course. While others are more thematic in the exploration of the basic ideas of the
course. This variation also applies to Visual Inventions. Each instructor plays to their strengths. One dilemma in
this regard is the department's dependence on adjunct faculty to teach these courses. While adjuncts may be more
amenable to following an established fonnat, they often have to prepare for teaching the course on short notice and
naturally gravitate to an approach which is familiar and manageable.
[Introduction to Literature--English Department] In terms of "methods" used, this would also depend upon the area
of expertise being incorporated to meet the specific goals and objectives. Some use a pure lecture format. Some use
more of the Socratic approach. Still others use things like "Literature Circles" when presenting the content. In the
end, I don't care what methods they use as long as the specific goals and objectives are being met.
[Introduction to Literature--Modern Languages] : "Lecture and discussion. Most classes have a heavy writing
component as well."
[Philosophy: Basic Questions, Religions of the World] "We have always, except during the 2001-2002 tight-budget
year, maintained class-size maximums at 35, which pennits small group work, student presentations, significant
writing assignments, and the like. Student course assessments consistently indicate that the courses are effectively
taught and very much appreciated by students."
3. In your judgment, does the course as currently offered fulfill "Category 2" goals as explained on p. 49 of the
2000-2002 University Catalog?
[Survey of Dance History] "Yes."
[Visual Inventions, Visual Perceptions] "It appears that Visual Perceptions is a watered down studio course. Visual
Inventions can be a watered down version of Art History survey."
[Introduction to Literature--English Department] "Yes, it is my professional opinion that this course does fulfill the
Category 2 goals as well -- at least as far as the "literature" component of those goals are concerned. The course does
not, in most cases, deal with things like "musical works" or "perfonnance arts" -- two items listed in the goals for
Category 2. However, the course does meet the specific goals for a literature-based experience."
[Introduction to Literature--Modern Languages] "Yes"
4. In your judgment, do all sections of the course as currently offered fulfill these "Category 2" objectives?
[Survey of Dance History] "Yes."
[Visual Inventions, Visual Perceptions] "The objectives are so broad, it's hard to imagine a course which doesn't
meet them."
[Introduction to Literature--English Department] "Yes, this course does fulfill the general objectives. II
[Introduction to Literature--Modern Languages] "Yes, although each may do so in its own way."
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5. What, if anything, would you change about the current course offered in your department, and why?
[Survey of Dance History] "I would not change anything at this point. It fulfills its goals by covering a unique
aspect of culture. I don't think that there are any other courses like it on campus. Dance is one of the arts which is
addressed only through human movement."
[Visual Inventions, Visual Perceptions] "While a co-ordinator of General Education for the department may provide
some consistency I'm not sure that consistency is so desirable. WE should have our best faculty teaching the course.
I am open to a more radical way to redesign the course, new structures, new approaches. Generally unsure about the
GE program."
[Introduction to Literature--English Department] "In terms of question nwnber five, if I had one thing I could
change about the course right now, it would be to add greater diversity, in terms of area of expertise, in the
instructors offering the course. While I would like to see the specific goals and objectives met, I would also like to
see a wider variety in the content being offered by instructors to meet those goals and objectives. And maybe one
more thing here: I would like to see more sections of this class offered each term. However, as long as we continue
to offer, on average, forty-five sections of the 'College Reading and Writing' class EACH SEMESTER, I will not be
able to offer more sections of 'Introduction to Literature.'
[Introduction to Literature--Modern Languages] "I would allow for a greater variety of courses. In other words,
why can only an 'Introduction to Lit." course fulfill the requirement, but a more advanced or a topical course cannot?
I would support a distribution requirement, allowing any literature course (or philosophy or religion) to fulfill this
category. See what I wrote in my previous response: I think one can learn just as much from in-depth study of a few
texts and authors as from a more superficial reading of many texts. If the idea is to 'heighten aesthetic and ethical
sensibility,' a survey course is not required, nor is a thorough coverage of all literary schools or theories . Faculty
should be able to choose topics for the literature courses, and students should be free to choose among these."
[Philosophy: Basic Questions, Religions of the World] "One caution for the future: IfP&R continues to have to
supply most of the Humanities I and II seats for CHFA, and if the nwnber of Philosophy and Study of Religion
majors increases, then the department may be unable to offer enough sections of "Religions of the World" and
"Philosophy: Basic Questions" to take a significant bite out of widespread student demand for these two courses."

Miscellaneous comment:
Another idea is to make this category the "fust-year experience" or "freshman seminar" category. While expensive
to run, such a program is of inestimable value to freshmen. LiteraturelReligionlPhilosophy courses are particularly
good, because they encompass all other fields of study (authors write about everything [including science, history,
relationships, etc.], and especially about all the major issues we face as humans: death, love, God, and the meaning
of life). These are perfect freshmen seminar courses. Indeed, if we could collapse the writing and literature
categories (make College Reading and Writing part of the Lit course), we could eliminate one GE course (save
student and faculty time), increase the variety of topics offered, provide greater opporttmities for faculty to teach
more varied (and smaller) courses, and offer our students a better educational experience (and their seminar
instructor could serve as their freshman faculty advisor.

e. A summary ofthe review team's research examining student perceptions ofthe success with which the courses
reviewed meet their general education goals.
In Spring 2001 , students enrolled in most sections of Category II courses offered were surveyed. The survey
consisted of two questions that attempted to focus students on the course's subject matter, as opposed to the
particular professor or particular way the course was taught, and on the value of the type of course being taught,
again, as opposed to the specific instructor or course methodology. We wanted the survey questions to assess
student perceptions of Category II, not the specific courses themselves. The questions were:
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I) Has studying this subject (specified in survey, i.e. philosophy, dance, music, etc.) helped you think differently
about it than when we began the semester?

2) Do you think that this kind of course is a valuable course for UNI students to take?
As you can see by the charts found in Appendix A, students in all of the Category II courses responded to both
questions in an overwhelmingly positive way. In fact, even if students responded negatively to question 1, most
nonetheless recognized the value of the course overall.

Question 1 Summary:
Has studying this subject (specified in survey, i.e. philosophy, dance, music, etc.) helped you think differently about
it than when we began the semester?
Below are positive representative comments from students in response to question 1. In general, students who found
these courses worthwhile found that studying these subjects from an academic perspective deepened their
appreciation of the topics studied, increased their tolerance and understanding of other cultures and the variety of
different forms of expression, and enhanced their critical thinking and writing skills.
Introduction to Literature: English
"I tend to read more in depth, and I look for a deeper meaning within literature."
"Gave me a bigger perspective on different kinds of reading material, and, also, different styles of writing."
"I look at literature in a deeper way and put more thought into it. I've learned that it is more than just reading the
story, it ' s becoming part of the story and really understanding it."
"It has definitely opened my mind to a new and higher thinking level. I also enjoyed having a new perspective of
African American literature."

"It's important to understand literature, especially ones of different cultures because most students are not exposed
to that. Literature is valuable to take and get into."
Religions of the World
"Yes, I have found the information in this class very interesting and will be able to use it later in life."
"Yes. I was hesitant to study other religions because I am a strong believer in my religion. I learned that others are
strong believers in their religions, too . There are many great points to every religion . Every religion has a creed,
code, cultus and community. What people have to do is decide what they believe spiritually, follow their religion
and respect the other religions. I have learned a lot about the other religions and respect them"
"It has made me more interested in the world's religions. I was never interested in them before I took the class but I
learned how similar and different they really are. We just kind of touched the surface of the religions and it would
be interesting to learn more about them in a little more depth."
"Yes, I never knew that the religions were so closely connected to each other. I was very leery of taking the class
when I began. I would probably consider myself close-minded and I didn't want to feel like a religion was being
forced upon me. However, it is very interesting and does not lead a person in any specific religion. Instead, it
makes you think deeper into your own beliefs and more understanding of others' beliefs."
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Our Musical Heritage
"I think this class has opened a new door for me."

"My ear is now accustomed to style differences and structures, and I am better able to feel emotion or reason for the
music ."
"Learning about the "great old ones" has made me even more disgusted with all the cookie cutter music of today."
"It makes me see how limited my musical experience is right now; there is so much more."

Music of Our Time
"I really never knew what made jazz jazz. I thought it was just easy listening music. It is really quite amazing what
jazz musicians can do."
"I played is jazz for about 6 years and I see the structure of the music now more than when I was playing."
Philosophy: Basic Questions
Yes. "It has been nice to see exactly what philosophy is all about. I also think it's very important to become
familiar, at least in part, with the writings of Locke, Kant, Socrates and others. This class has given me the
framework to think critically."
"Yes. I didn't really know what philosophy was before. Now, I think about everything differently."
"Yes, because the content and discussion covered throughout the class has brought new ideas to my attention. New
ideas are something to consider, which helped broaden my horizons."
"Yes, attempts to appeal to interests of students. Not as boring as I had imagined it to be. lSI gen ed class I have
valued as directly useful."
Survey of Dance History
"Yes, there is a lot more ways of dance than I imagined."
"Yes, I wasn't informed about all the early dances before ballet. Ialso learned a lot about folk dance."
"Yes. I never realized how difficult dance was & what a rich history it had."
"Yes--it helped me see the historical contexts from which dance came. Also, it opened my eyes to see further than
just ballet."
Theatrical Arts and Society
"I think that people should learn about theater because so much is opened up to you. Theater allows you to forget
about what is happening in reality and take a step out of it for awhile."
"I had to go to a play and operetta here at UNI and didn't think I'd like it, but loved it. I'm planning on attending
more in the future.
"I appreciate everything that goes into a production now."
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Visual Inventions
"Yes, when I started the class I never really tried any type of art. The class has opened my understanding of art and
things that are different."
"Yes, I look at art and see how the artist thinks of it, their feelings" moods, and purpose of their project."
"Yes, abstract art makes much more sense to me. I have a much better understanding of the sculptures on campus."
"Yes, I feel more creative."
Visual Perceptions
"Yes, I think after I graduate. This course will help me with social skills and my general knowledge of humanity."
"Yes, I never understood some of the meaning of art."
"I think it broadened my idea of art, and the importance of art in our culture, in other cultures, and in history."
" Yes, it gave me a different outlook on things in artwork in general. I would of never gotten to know all this
information about art if it hadn't been for this class. So, in a way, I am glad that I kind of took it."
Negative Comm ents:

Students who responded negatively to question I tended to focus on the specific instructor or class methodology, or
asserted that they simply were not interested in the topic of the course. Some students who took "Religions of the
World," for instance, realized that they found studying religion to be threatening to their faith. Students in other
courses sometimes found our Category II courses too much like their high school courses. Rarely did students
complain that they did not want to take these courses because they were general education. Some students
complained about the difficulty of the courses, which speaks well of the academic rigor of courses in Category II.
Even some negative comments suggest that Category II courses are well received by students.
"No, art is something that is interesting to me but I need to go into a field where I can help others after I graduate."
"Not really. Never liked art, probably never will."
"I had band in high school so I already knew about music and the composers."
"I don't like most of the music ."
"I don't like thinking of music the way this class tries to teach you to, so I try not to."
"It has opened my mind but I do not enjoy the subject. I am a biology major and I like facts and not opinions."

"No, it is not what I expected it to be. It has however, taught me how people of the past philosophized."
"No, I am not really that interested in philosophy. It wasn't what I thought."
"No, I really liked this class a lot but I am not interested in changing my major to it."
"No, because I feel my expectations and attitudes were pretty much met. I am fascinated with other cultures and
religions. So this class was very interesting."
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"I don't think [of] religion as a subject. I only study my religion and don't want to learn others because some of
religions offend me."
"No, blc it's just a general ed-+I'm only taking it blc I have to. I believe in a particular religion and I'm not about
to change it blc of a class."
"My high school class was better."
"Does not affect me at all in the major I am interested in. I would prefer to just study the courses in my major."
Question 2 Summary:

Do you think that this kind of course is a valuable course for UNI students to take?
Students again responded very positively to question 2, even if they responded negatively to question 1. Many
students clearly recognize the value of taking courses in Category II.
Introduction to Literature
"You can learn a lot from a book. Good lessons. I didn't realize this until part way through the course. At fust, I
thought that this course was ridiculous to be taking and now my opinion has changed."
"Makes you a more rounded person. Helps you with other classes and life!"
"Because I feel many college students today take classes that only relate to their career field and don't take classes
because they strive to learn something, which is what education in its purest sense is all about. In addition, I feel
many students are missing out on important pieces of literature, due to the conservative environment of a career
only class structure at UNl and many other universities."
".. .it makes you more aware of things around you and just right in front of you. It helps you to think for yourself
and draw conclusions about things you read. It was an interesting class."
Religions of the World
"Yes, I think it's a valuable course. In Iowa we have mostly Christian religions. But it's good for us to study
diversity amongst religions ."
"Yes, because so many people come from different backgrounds that it helps you to understand why people act and
behave the way they do, plus people and companies are communicating and competing all over the world."
"Yes, this class was one I wanted to take besides the fact that I needed it for gen ed . I saw several connections with
things I learned in my Humanities class last semester. I think this has really helped my learning in this class. I think
this course is valuable-I've learned a lot and am glad I was exposed to the various religions of the world."
"Yes, because it's VERY important to understand different cultures, and how can you learn and understand culture
wlout understanding the religion that has influenced the country?"
Our Musical Heritage
"It gets kids interested in different styles of music rather thanjust modem day music ."

"It forces us to attend concerts. I enjoyed every concert I attended."
"This music is part of our history and culture, so learning about it is valuable."
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"It shows different possibilities and I feel that listening to that kind of music causes people to think in
different ways."

Music of Our Time
"Helps expand musical tastes ."
"It teaches the students to recognize things that aren't obvious in music."

"College is about learning new things that you never knew were there."
"It helps me understand not just the music but the ideas behind the music."

Philosophy: Basic Questions
"I do think it is. I would feel robbed ofa 'real education' had I not taken this course. However, I probably
wouldn't have signed up for this class had it not been required."
"Yes!! Because, in general, the students at UNI are from small-town Iowa (including myself) and some
horizon broadening can help to make us more informed, well-rounded citizens."
"Yes, it makes you think outside your comfort zone."
SUIVey of Dance History
"Yes, because it helps one get a well rounded education. Also a different perspective of the arts and the
world around us."
"Yes, especially if you enjoy learning about dance."
"Yes - because you don't get this information in any other history class. In Humanities you may be exposed
to Art History, but never Dance."
"Yes, one probably needs an interest in dance to love this class as much as I did but it was very informative
& its cool to have this kind of knowledge."
Visual Inventions
"Yes, because it is not a right or wrong course. We have to use our imagination and freedom of choice to
do our assignments unlike most classes.
"Yes, relaxing and you learn a lot."
"Yes, it expands minds."
"Most defmitely because even if you don't think your an artist. It awakens the creative side of your brain."
Visual Perceptions
"Living in Iowa already shelters us from many works of art, but these Gen Ed classes bring the art to us."
Yes, but my humanities course included art and music. If the humanities classes all included both in their
curriculum the art and music gen eds would become obsolete."
"Depends on the major. But overall it makes one a more educated and well rounded person."
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"Yes, because art is something that everyone needs to experience. It broadens their horizons ."

Negative Comments:
Students who answered "no" to question 2 tended to define their educations narrowly, focusing on the
notion that the course was not valuable to their major course of study. Many of those who answered
negatively to this question thought the course was too hard, or were worried about their grades. A few saw
it as a waste of time and money.
"No, because unless they are going to be directly affected by dance, it doesn't help them. It is interesting,
though."
"No, it there is absolutely no interest in learning this subject, it is very difficult to grasp. I have mostly A's
and B's in my gen. ed. course and A's in all my major courses. This is my first grade lower than B."
"I do not feel this course (as I am perceiving it now) has any relevance to UNI students' education.
However, if the course objective level was lowered to that of _other_ Gen Ed courses, it may benefit
students (In other words - too much info, not enough time)"
"No, it was a waste of time students could use to focus more on there(sic) major and not have to learn
materials they will most likely not remember for long and probably not use in the future after college."
"Not at all. A waste of a semester and student's time and money."
"Too in depth."
"It is hard to learn if you have no real interest in it."

"It is the type of stuff that would be important for music majors but it is not something that I will use
everyday in my work."
"I really haven't learned much I didn't already know."

SUMMARY
To summarize, the student surveys revealed that most students find General Education Category II courses
interesting and valuable to their education. (See Appendix A for a graph of responses) Through taking
these courses, students enhance their critical thinking skills, examine a variety of human experiences in a
multicultural context, and learn about different fonTIS of human expression in dance, theater and music.
Although some students confirmed a lack of interest in required courses, many students gained a positive
appreciation for subjects in which they had previously not been interested. Overall, the student surveys for
Category II courses conftrm that these courses make a valuable contribution to the education of UNI
students.

f A summary ofthe review area prepared by the Review Team for the Committee which addresses
successes alld challellges discovered from the review process. Illelude specific recommelldatioflS for allY
actiofls to be takell by the Gelleral Educatiofl Committee based 011 the review filldillgs. These
recommelldatiolls may illelude such thillgs as improvillg cOllsistellcy withill the review area, staffillg,
facilities, equipmellt, meetillg studellt lIeeds, areas of oll-goillg COIICerllS, etc.

SUCCESSES:
Student and faculty perceptions seem highly positive. Most sections of most courses (from syllabi we
examined) come close to doing what the course is supposed to do, given the stated goals. In our judgment,
faculty and students alike believe that the courses in Category 2 are worthwhile, and do in fact help meet
some of the stated goals of the category.
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Both administrators and faculty support the Category 2 courses with comments like "I think Intro to Lit as
it is currently conceived is an excellent GE option" and "I actually experience few frustrations, my joys are
many and in particular stem from showing students the power and beauty of poetry." In addition, faculty
and administrators see little need for change in most of the course as currently offered.

CHALLENGES:
In general, Category 2 faculty make no mention that their course is part of "Category 2" in their syllabi.
Though they may include a catalog description, they do not connect the course with other courses in the
category, nor do they COlll1ect it with the larger goals of general education.
Some faculty would rather not bother with making direct connections with the stated goals, and some
actually criticized the catalog language concerning both Category 2 and General Education, calling it
"gobbledygook." Some said they might include such language if it were well written and closer to what
they think the course should or does do. (One went so far as to rewrite the Category 2 paragraph so it was
more accurate and appealing. We include this description in Recommendation 4, below.)
A very few syllabi do not seem to cover what the course in the category is supposed to, and currently there
seems to be no routine means of discovering such lapses.
Faculty seem frustrated by students' declining abilities to read and understand what they are reading, and
writing skills seem to be declining as well, as several faculty have mentioned. This problem is
compounded by the trend toward larger sections.
General Education courses in Category 2 have been chronically underfunded. This has led to adjuncts
teaching large numbers of students with little long-term commitment to the program or institution.
Although we have been fortunate to hire quality adjuncts and found no evidence that they are doing less
than a fine job in the classroom, because of continuity and less than rigorous assessment of adjunct faculty,
the team does wonder about relying on part-time faculty for a program that is regularly touted as the most
important experience of students' undergraduate education.

CATEGORY 2 SUPPLY AND DEMAND
During the fall, 2001 semester, 2,277 seats were available for all courses in Category 2, and 2,195 students
were actually emolled, meaning 82 more slots were available than were actually filled . However, demand
for these courses still far exceeds supply. According to figures supplied by the registrar's office, during the
fall , 2001 semester, a total of 2,90 1 students were emolled at UNI who needed subcategory 2A (Fine Arts)
courses, and 3,528 students were emolled who needed courses in subcategory 2B (Literature, philosophy
and religion.)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Instructors complained that they could not meet the stated goals of their course if the sections were
allowed to grow much beyond 25 students. A serious effort must be made to keep average class size down
to 25 or below, particularly those sections in which instructors seek interactive discussions and/or who
require substantial amounts of writing.
2. Information about Category 2 and its connection to UNI's General Education program should be made
widely available to Category 2 faculty, and they should be encouraged to include at least some direct
reference to the goals of Category 2 in their syllabi and courses, as well as the goals of the entire General
Education program.
3. Category 2 instructors who teach multi-section courses should be encouraged to meet periodically (once
a semester would be ideal) to share pedagogy, to maintain some degree of consistency according to the
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Category's goals, and to share ideas for improving the course. Where feasible and appropriate, coordinators
of multi-section courses should be appointed or elected to help facilitate such meetings.
4. The Review Team supports multiple "thematic" sections of multi-section courses such as Introduction to
Literature, especially if instructors of such sections regularly meet to discuss pedagogical and content
issues. Offering a few such sections will create opportunities to explore subjects in introductory courses
beyond high school instruction. Instructors would understand that they must still meet the stated goals of
the course, but that they would explore a specific area more in depth and detail that would grow out of their
scholarly and research interests. This would help diversify some Category 2 courses, making them more
attractive to both faculty and students.
5. The catalog language for Category 2 needs to be revised so that it describes the content of the category
clearly and forcefully. The review team found the following description of Category 2, written by one of
the current instructors, might be considered when rewriting the Category description:
"Courses in this category address the complex interplay of culture, history, text, orality, perfonnance, and
human experience. Analyses of human ideas and beliefs, ritual and symbol, myth and legend, story and
poetry, scripture and creed, festival and ceremony, art, music and dance, moral codes and social values
nourish an understanding and appreciation for the diverse forms of human expression in terms of their
historical, aesthetic, ethical, and cultural particularity as well as their common patterns."
This seemingly quick effort by one faculty member illustrates the need to revise an explanation of the
category's goals. These goals as currently expressed seem outdated and are therefore virtually ignored by
current Category 2 faculty. Thus we recommend that an ad hoc committee be formed to rewrite the goals
for the Category and to help coordinate rewriting the goals for each subcategory.
6. For student outcomes assessment, we recommend a major re-examination of the goals and outcomes of
this category. As mentioned above, the most recent set of goals was published in the "Student Outcomes
Assessment" document in 1995 and there has been no serious attempt to measure student outcomes for this
category.
For "Outcomes II," "Fine Arts, Literature, and Philosophy," the following outcome is stated in a 1995
document: "Students shall enhance their understanding of the world of imagination, sensation, and
perception." Three competencies are mentioned:
Competency 2.1
Competency 2.2
Competency 2.3

celebrate the perception of the visual, auditory, and tactile world
develop an understanding of human experience expressed through discursive language
explore basic questions of meaning and value in life

We fmd these outcomes to be both inadequate as descriptions of the competencies for this category and
impossible to measure as stated. Because of the amorphous nature of the material taught in this category,
we recommend an approach to student outcomes assessment for this category that measures student
learning at four separate times:
(1) at the begirming and end of the Category 2 course
(2) within a school year of having taking the course
(3) within two years after graduation
(4) seven-ten years after graduation
Moreover, student outcomes assessments for Category 2 should be designed to measure the following
overarching goal: "Students shall be able to articulate enhanced and critical understandings of the fine arts,
literature, philosophy, and religion as activities that define and expand human expression."
Competencies need to be measured separately for each of these four subcategories :
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FINE ARTS
Competency I : explain the nuances and meanings in a variety of artistic/creative works
Competency 2: explain and support the values of studying and understanding artistic and creative activity.

LITERATURE
Competency I: explain the nuances and meanings in a variety ofliterary works
Competency 2: explain and support the values of studying and understanding literary works

PffiLOSOPHY
Competency 1: explain the nuances and meanings of a variety of philosophical texts and arguments
Competency 2: articulate an understanding of the discipline and methods of philosophy

RELIGION
Competency 1: explain the nuances and meanings in a variety of religious belief systems
Competency 2: explain and support the values of studying diverse approaches to religion
In addition, we recommend that a student outcomes assessment cOITJJTllttee examine the "College Student
Experiences Questionnaire" which is now given yearly at UNI to 1000 randomly selected freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors (3000 total per year) as a possible means of assessing Category 2.
These students are asked questions that may in fact yield valuable information about whether Category 2
courses actually change their behavior and learning. The questionnaire includes these seven questions
under "Art, Music, Theater"
•
talked about art (painting, sculpture, artists, etc) or the theater (plays, musicals, dance, etc.) with other
students, friends, or family members
•
went to an art exhibit/gallery or a play, dance, or other theater performance, on or off the campus
•
participated in some art activity (painting, pottery, weaving, drawing, etc.) or theater event, or worked
on some theatrical production (acted, danced, worked on scenery, etc.) on or off the campus
•
talked about music or musicians (classical, popular, etc.) with other students friends, or family
members
•
attended a concert or other music event, on or off the campus
•
participate in some music activity (orchestra, chorus, dance, etc.) on or off the campus
•
read or discussed the opinions of art, music, or drama critics
The questionnaire also asks whether students participated in conversations about the arts (painting, poetry,
dance, theatrical productions, symphony, movies, etc.) and different lifestyles, customs, and religions,
which may help assess the outcomes of Category 2 courses. The questionnaire also queries whether
students understand whether the "College Environment" includes an emphasis on developing aesthetic,
expressive, and creative qualities .
Unfortunately, none of the responses to these questions reveal any significant increase in student
appreciation of, or participation in, subjects and activities covered by Category 2 courses. We believe this is
a matter for some concern, and would recommend further examination of this issue by the GE COITJJTllttee,
or an ad hoc committee appointed for this purpose. One issue might be whether a randomly selected group
yields accurate measurements of changed behavior, or if the same students need to be tracked as they
complete their education.
Finally, we recommend regularly asking UNI graduates about their perception of the arts, literature,
philosophy and religion as a means of assessing the above-mentioned competencies after graduation.
To summarize, the review team believes that Category 2 courses would benefit from:
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keeping course size small so that interactive discussions and writing can occur as major learning
strategies
clearer, more forceful explanations in the catalog of the Category's goals for the faculty's (optional)
use in syllabi;
faculty understanding and expressing the connections between Category 2 and UNI's GE program in
syllabi and elsewhere;
more thematically specific sections of multi-section courses;
more coordination of multi-section courses, and
more attention to student outcomes assessment as a means ofjudging the effectiveness of Category 2
courses, as well as understanding and promoting the larger values and goals of studying the fine arts,
literature, philosophy, and religion for UNI students.

APPENDICES:
A: Chart showing student responses to survey
B: Faculty responses to surveys
C: Department Head Responses to Surveys
D: Syllabi criteria and syllabi
E: GE Material used for this report
F: Student Survey Data
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University of Northern Iowa Policy on
Distributed Learning and Intellectual Property Rights
1. Purpose:
This policy details University of Northern Iowa (UNI) procedures regarding the creation,
ownership, storage and use of copyrights of web-based courses. This policy is designed
to encourage the development of quality distributed and/or distance learning materials .
In spelling out clear rights and responsibilities , this document will allow freedom in the
development and distribution of web-based courses. Further, it will recognize that

ownership and intellectual property rights for distributed learning materials are held
by the content developer while, acknowledging that creation ofintellectual properties
and exclusive ownership ofthese materials, are to benefit both the content developer
and the University that supports the development ofintellectual properties.
In doing so , this policy does not preclude the adaptation of future policies and guidelines
to respond to changes in technologies, cultural trends and preferences.

2. Policy Statement:
A. Faculty own the copyright to all supplementary digital materials they develop to
accompany traditional site-based courses or textbooks.
B. Faculty who develop an on-line course while employed at the university own the
copyright with the following conditions.
I . The University of N011hern Iowa reserves the right to continue offering
the course if the faculty member leaves the University . The University
may make, maintain, and use copies of all materials . In addition , UNI also
reserves the right to offer the course using other faculty should the faculty
member decide not to teach it or be unable to teach sufficient sections
while still employed at UNl. In that event, the faculty member who
originally developed the material may negotiate continued property
interest, even if another faculty is teaching the course.
2. On-line courses developed at UNI may not be offered at another
institution while the faculty member is still employed at UNI without the
recommendation of the Dean and the express written approval of the
Provost.
3. A n on-line course, expressly developed for commercialization, relying
substantially on university resources, shall be subject to a negotiated
contract (and possibly licensing) prior to the development of the course.

C.

Please also see the definitions of work for hire included in the UNI
Intellectual Properties Policy.

Appendix: Definitions of Terminology
In order to employ a reasonable and successful policy for intellectual property rights of
web-based courses, the following definitions are recognized .

Commercialization - includes marketing, distribution, licensing, and management by for
profit vendors .
OnlinelWeb-based - refers to courses that are available to students predominately over
the web.
Development- is the creation of online course syllabi, course outlines, lecture notes,
bibliographies, texts, tests, and other activities that support teaching activities. The
person(s) who perform(s) these tasks is (are) called "Content developer."
Facult)1- anyone currently employed on a faculty appointment (full or part-time).

Office ofthe Provost and Office ofIntellectual Properties, 11105101
President 's Cabinet Approved,
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BACKGROUND
From: Christie Farnham Pope <cfpope@iastate.EDU>
To : DanieI.Power@uni.edu, amatavi - bhattacharj~e@ui . EDU
Date: Fri, 18 Jan 2002 11 :21:31 -0600 (CST)
Subject: Faculty member on the Board of Regents

~

Republican representative to the legislature, Barl3ara Finch of 27099 US
Highway 69, Ames IA 50010 (Phone: 515-242-6413) has had drafted a bill just
like the one which put a student member on the Board of Regents but which adds
a faculty member. It is House File # 2061 . Now we all need to organize and do
some lobbying--at least get all of our local reps behind this idea. On Tuesday
night the ISU Faculty Senate passed a motion to allow the Executive Board to
lobby for this measure. Perhaps your senates could pass a resolution
supporting the idea. Best, Christie
Christie F. Pope, president
Iowa State University Faculty Senate
(515) 294-9717
fax: (515) 294-8627

MOTION
The UNI Faculty Senate supports adding a Faculty member to the Board of Regents
(House File # 2061) and authorizes the Chair, Vice Chair and Senators to share this
position with legislators.

HF 2061 ... the membership of the state board of regents....

Page 1 of2

House File 2061
Partial Bill History
• Bill Introduced: H.J. 53
• Complete Bill Histo[Y.

Bill Text
PAG LI N
1 1
Section 1.
Section 262.1, Code 2001, is amended to read as
1 2 fo l l ows:
1 3
262.1 MEMBERSHIP.
1 4
The state board of regents consists of nine members, ~
1 5 s even of whom shall be selected from the state at l a rge solely
1 6 with regard to their qualifications and f it ness to discharge
The e ighth membe r shall be a member
1 7 the duties of the office.
1 8 of the f a cul t y o f a n i ns t i t u t i on o f hi heS lear n i n g u nd e r the
1 9 c o ntrol o f t h e b oard . The nint h member shal l be a stud ent
1 10 enrolled on a full-time basis in good standing at either the
1 11 graduate or undergraduate level at one of the institutions
1 12 listed in section 262.7, subsection 1, 2, or 3, at the time of
1 13 the member's appointment.
Not more than five members shall be
1 14 of the same political party.
1 15
Sec. 2.
Section 262.6, Code 2001, is amended to read as
1 16 follows:
1 17
262.6 VACANCIES.
1 18
Vacancies shall be filled in the same manner in which
1 19 regular appointments are required to be made.
If tho ninth
1 20 ~o~o~ ~osi~ns p~io~ to tho oxpi~ation of tho tO~~i tho
1 21 individual appointod to fill tho uaGanGY shall R'loot tho
1 22 ~g~~i~g~gnt£ £o~ thg ninth R'lg~Qg~ spggi£igg in £ggtion ~Q~ 1
1 23 Otho~ uaGanGios oOGu~~in" p~io);' to tho ollpi);'ation of tho ninth
1 24 mo~bo~'£ to);'~ shall bo £illod in tho £amo manno);' as tho
1 25 o);'i"inal appointtlwnt£ £o~ thoso lTaGanGios.
1 26
EXPLANATION
1 27
This b i l l provides that one of the nine members of the
1 28 state boar d of regents must be a member of the faculty of an
1 29 institution of higher learning under the control of the board.
1 30 The bill also removes redundant language from a Code provision
1 31 that specifies how vacancies on the board must be filled.
1 32 LSB 5246HH 79
1 33 kh/ cls/l4

Text: HF02060
Text: HF02000 - HF02099
Bills and Amendments: General Inde x

Text: HF02062
Text: HF Index
Bill History: Q~n e ral Index

http://www.legis.state.ia.us/GA/79GAfLegislationIHF /020001HF02061 /Current.html
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